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MAK5 Kڙ4 Ḅ᷒ AND MAN3 ڥIN2 䝆Ṣ IN HAKKA:
A HISTORICAL AND TYPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Chinfa Lien
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ABSTRACT
In this paper1 I will first explore the issues centering around the evolution
of the interrogative word 䈑 as a common source into its modern
descendants mak7 and other forms in Hakka. In contrast to the more
uniform form in Southern Min, varieties of Hakka boast more variants such
as mak7, ma࣯7 and man3. Such a variation can be accounted for in terms of
minor regional difference as well as types of phonological process. The
retention of the bilabial nasal initial of the word 䈑 as a reflex of the
Middle Chinese ⽖ phonological category in Hakka lends support to the
thesis of lexical diffusion that sound change is not phonologically
independent but rather bears the result of interaction with lexicon. Second,
on the basis of earlier Hakka texts I will examine the patterns in the
distribution of the modern reflex of 䈑 often written as a demotic word Ḅ
in its capacity of a variable as a component of the complex interrogative
words ‘what’, ‘who’ (=what person) and ‘why’ (=do what kind) or universal
quantifiers in Hakka. The finding of the patterns of the Hakka interrogative
word will be brought to bear on the patterns of its precursor in Early
Modern Chinese colloquial texts. Close attention will be paid to the
interaction of inherent lexical properties of the interrogative word and the
grammatical constructions in which it occurs. Last of all, an attempt is
made to survey the distribution and evolution of the Hakka-related 䈑-based
interrogative word in other dialectal areas.
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1. BACKGROUND
Motion is one of the fundamental domains in human experience.
⭊⭞娙䘬ȾḄ᷒ȿȾ䝆Ṣȿ烉㬟㗪栆✳䘬德夾
Important
works on motion include: conceptual structure (Langacker
忋慹䘤
1987), event structure (Jackendoff
1993), typological classification
(Talmy 1985, Slobin 2004, Peyraube
2006), lexicalization patterns (Talmy
冢䀋⚳䩳㶭厗⣏⬠
2000), and scalar structure (Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2010). One of
the core issues concerned in these studies is: what are the lexical semantic
㍸天
components that may be syntactically relevant in depicting motion?
㛔㔯椾⃰ẍ䔹⓷娆Ⱦ䈑ȿ䁢ℙ忂㸸柕㍊妶⬫⤪ỽ㺼嬲⇘䎦ẋ⭊⭞娙
䘬 mak7 ℞Ṿ⼊⺷ˤ救⋿婆䔹⓷娆 mih4 娆⼊㔜滲∫ᶨ烊⭊⭞娙䔹⓷
1.1 Previous Concerns
娆⌣㚱 mak7ˣma௧7ˣman3 䘬娆⼊嬲橼炻忁㧋䘬嬲䔘⎗ẍ䓐枛枣嬲⊾
There are two different approaches to this question. Studies on
㕡妨嬲橼≈ẍ妋慳ˤ⭊⭞娙䔹⓷娆Ⱦ䈑ȿᾅ䔁ᷕ⎌⽖㭵䘬暁⒯倚㭵
lexicalization patterns (e.g., Talmy 2000) and semantics-to-syntax
忁ᾳ䎦尉㓗㊩娆⋗㒜㔋婾䘬婾溆炻⌛婆枛嬲⊾ᶵ╖䲼㗗婆枛嬲⊾炻侴
alternations (e.g., Rappaport Hovav and Levin 2010) probe into the
㗗冯娆⋗㚱Ḻ≽䘬斄Ὢˤ℞㫉炻ὅ㒂㖑㛇⭊⭞㔯㛔炻㛔㔯㩊夾䔹⓷娆
semantic components lexicalized in verbs of motion. On the other hand,
Ⱦ䈑ȿ炷⮓ ȾḄȿ炸⛐䎦ẋ䘬⁛㈧↮Ựね㱩炻ẋ堐嬲枭䘬ȾḄȿ
studies on semantic frames (cf. Fillmore and Atkins 1992) attempt to
屓䨧㕤㊯䧙䈑䲣
whatˣwhoˣwhy
䔹⓷娆ㆾℐ䧙慷娆ᷕˤ⭊⭞娙䔹⓷
identify
frame-specific
elements coexisting
in a motion event. In search of
娆⎗ẍ⛐役ẋ㻊婆⎋婆㔯㛔ᷕ㈦⇘㶝㸸ˤ䔹⓷娆䘬⚢㚱娆⋗Ⱄ⿏↢
motion-related lexical components, Talmy (2000, 1985) proposed that a
䎦䘬婆㱽䳸㥳㚱Ḻ≽斄Ὢˤ㛓Ḯ炻㛔㔯ḇ婧㞍⭊⭞娙䈑䲣䔹⓷娆⛐℞
motion
involves: an object (Figure) moves to a location (Ground) along a
Ṿ㕡妨⋨䘬↮Ự䘤⯽ˤ
path
(Path) with the motional act (Move), specified by the way the Figure
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moves (Manner). These components may be lexicalized in different ways:
斄挝娆
㺼嬲ġ 栆✳ġ ⭊⭞娙
(1)䔹⓷娆ġ
a. English:
(Talmy 2000:28)

Th

The rock slid
down the hill.
[Figure] [Move+Manner] [Path] [Ground]
b. Spanish:
(Talmy 1985:69)
La botella entró
en la cueva
(flotando).
[Figure] [Move+Path]
[Ground] [Manner]

